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GE.90-10763/1818B
The meeting was called to order at 3.25 p.m.

QUESTION OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS OF ALL PERSONS SUBJECTED TO ANY FORM OF DETENTION OR IMPRISONMENT, IN PARTICULAR:

(a) TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT;

(b) STATUS OF THE CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT;

(c) QUESTION OF ENFORCED OR INVOLUNTARY DISAPPEARANCES (agenda item 10) (continued) (E/CN.4/1990/12, 13, 15, 16, 17 and Add.1; E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/28 and 29/Rev.1; E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/28 and A/44/708)

1. Mr. ABU EISSA (Arab Lawyers Union) drew the Commission's attention to the urgent human rights situation in the Sudan, which had been particularly tragic since the so-called Revolutionary Command Council for National Salvation had seized power by force on 30 June 1989, overthrowing the democratically elected Government which had adopted a legal Constitution recognizing all fundamental human rights and which had also, in 1986, ratified the two International Covenants on Human Rights as well as the African Charter on Human and People's Rights and had signed the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. The Revolutionary Command Council had promulgated two decrees whereby it had suspended the Constitution, abolished State institutions, proclaimed a state of emergency throughout the country, imposed a curfew, dissolved the Constituent Assembly and trade unions, banned all political parties and suppressed freedom of expression, association and the press.

2. Immediately after seizing power, the Revolutionary Command Council had arrested the leaders of the political parties and trade unions; it had dismissed over 500 army officers, more than 390 police officers and more than 1,500 other officials, including judges. Special military tribunals had been set up after the coup d'état to try all cases by a summary procedure which did not permit the presence of a defence counsel. Those tribunals had later been replaced by the "Revolution Security Courts" after the promulgation of the Revolution Security Law in 1989. The courts in question were composed of army officers, followed a summary procedure, applied emergency law and, as a general rule, did not allow defence counsel. They tried all criminal cases, particularly those related to sedition or suspected opposition to the military Government. Those courts had sentenced to death a number of Sudanese people charged with different crimes, particularly a doctor who had been a leading figure in the Sudan Doctors Union and who had been found guilty of participating in a week-long strike. Notwithstanding international pressure, the sentence had not yet been officially commuted. It had just been reported that the Director General of the International Labour Organisation had sent a telegram to the Head of the Sudanese Government urging clemency. His organization hoped that the Commission on Human Rights would support that appeal.

3. Arrests had become a routine practice and the current number of detainees was more than 1,500. Arrests carried out by the new Revolution Security Force, comprising civil and military supporters of the régime, usually took place during curfew hours. Several houses, which were not previously known to
have been security offices, were used for purposes of interrogation during which detainees suffered violent ill-treatment and were subjected to every form of brutality and cruelty.

4. Because of the summary and arbitrary executions and the unprecedented methods of torture practised in the Sudan as well as civil war and the serious violations of human rights committed in the country, his organization urged the Commission on Human Rights to take action to ease the suffering of the Sudanese people by appointing either a special rapporteur with a mandate to examine the situation of human rights in the Sudan or an expert to assist the Government, by means of direct contact, to take the necessary action to restore respect for human rights.

5. The Arab Lawyers Union hoped that the Commission would conclude its work by adopting a resolution which would promote respect in the Sudan for all United Nations instruments related to human rights.

6. Mr. BELLECOURT (International Indian Treaty Council) said he wished to draw the attention of the Commission to the fate of Leonard Peltier, a member of the Chippewa Dakota tribe and a prominent representative of the American Indian Movement which followed the spiritual and cultural way of life of its Indian ancestors. Although no further avenue of appeal was available to Leonard Peltier, who had languished for 14 years in a United States prison, many supporters of his cause, in both the United States and Canada, continued to pursue efforts to obtain his release in the hope of reversing his 1976 extradition from Canada which had been based on testimony that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) had since admitted to have been falsified. Not less than 51 members of the Canadian Parliament and 55 members of the United States Congress had signed petitions calling for a new trial for Leonard Peltier. The issue had been the subject of bitter debate in the Canadian Parliament where one Member had emphasized that the extradition had been based on fraud and was consequently illegal.

7. The illegal extradition of Leonard Peltier was similar to the kidnapping of other great Indian chiefs by the United States and to the recent abduction of the Head of State of Panama.

8. The International Indian Treaty Council would continue to raise the case of Leonard Peltier with the Commission on Human Rights, supported as it was by many organizations and leaders throughout the world, until the international community could rejoice at his liberation as it had welcomed the release of Nelson Mandela.

9. In connection with the comment by "Pik" Botha, the South African Minister, who had told Senator Edward Kennedy that the treatment meted out by the United States to the American Indians prevented any representative of that country from preaching morality to other States, he wished to stress that there could be no question of not condemning the racist régime of South Africa and that his organization would continue to call for the total dismantling of the apartheid régime. That having been said, however, it should be realized that apartheid continued to exist, in the United States also, as far as the Indians were concerned.

10. The Government of the United States, which held itself up to the world as the champion of human rights, had always waged and was still waging a
merciless war against the colonized nations of Indian peoples and, through its security and secret services, endeavoured to break any movement which challenged its internal or external policy. It has accordingly transformed a relatively fair and impartial judicial system into a tool of political repression which was used against the defenders of the sovereignty of the Indian nations in particular. The activities of the American secret services were so well known that, in 1981, Amnesty International, citing the Peltier case, had proposed that a commission of inquiry be set up to investigate the impact of domestic intelligence activities on criminal trials in the United States.

11. The foreign policy of the United States was characterized by support for a range of reactionary forces such as those that waged murderous and devastating war against the peoples of Angola, Mozambique, South Africa and occupied Palestine and was a reflection of the country's domestic policy since the arrival of the colonial pirate Christopher Colombus.

12. His organization was concerned not only about the indescribable suffering inflicted on the populations of those four countries but also about the acts of genocide committed by the Guatemalan régime and its "death squads" and the United States and Zionist support for that and other brutal régimes. As part of a deliberate strategy of ethnocide, the Guatemalan Government was endeavouring to destroy the culture and means of subsistence of the indigenous people by razing hundreds of their villages and driving thousands of them from their lands. The indigenous people of Guatemala had suffered violations of their social, economic and cultural rights but, above all, of their right to life. They were not, as implied by a special rapporteur, a violent society, but a majority terrorized by a violent minority, comprising the army and the very rich persons of the country. His organization agreed with the conclusions of the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances which, after its visit to Guatemala in 1987, had expressed great concern at the extent of the enforced disappearances affecting indigenous people; out of the 42,000 persons who had disappeared in Guatemala, 35,000 were members of indigenous communities. Whatever the Guatemalan Government might say, it was a well-known fact that the military exercised complete control over the civilian population and that Indians were forcibly recruited into the civilian self-defence patrols - a further humiliation for them - so as to allow the military to continue occupying the country like conquerors.

13. The number of victims of the war waged by the Government of El Salvador against the people, with the support of the United States, had reached about 100,000, including 20,000 indigenous people who had survived the massacre of 1931-1932. The United States also supported the Nicaraguan contras, whose activities had produced at least 50,000 victims, thousands of cripples and vast numbers of missing persons, as well as the Pinochet régime in Chile which had been responsible for thousands of murders and disappearances and whose principal victims had been the indigenous Mapuche Indians. The latest atrocity committed by the United States in Central America had been the invasion of Panama which, according to informed sources, had produced at least 3,000 dead and 204 disappearances, while a substantial number of individuals had been detained illegally. All those crimes against humanity had taken place during the nine years of the Reagan and Bush Administrations which must be held accountable. Indigenous peoples and their cultures were also being seriously threatened in Ecuador, Brazil, Argentina and, in general, throughout much of Central and South America.
14. His organization also wished to bring to the attention of the Commission the case of Joe Daugherty, a member of the Irish Republican Army (IRA), who had been held for eight years in a United States prison on account of an application for his extradition to the United Kingdom even though 120 members of Congress had expressed support for granting him political asylum. The case of Filiberto Ojeda Ríos and 15 other freedom-fighters of the Puerto Rican independence movement also merited the attention of the Commission.

15. The situation was no better for hundreds of indigenous Saharans who had been fighting against the Moroccan occupation since 1975, as had been recognized by the Working Group on Disappearances (E/CN.4/1990/13) which had expressed concern at the large number of disappearances among those people.

16. The Commission's attention should also be drawn to the case of the Kanak people of New Caledonia whose leaders had been the victims of severe repression, including summary executions, by the Government of France.

17. The high death rate of aboriginal people in the gaols of Australia and the many indigenous political prisoners detained in Indonesian prisons and detention camps in West Papua were of no less concern.

18. His organization urged the Commission to adopt a resolution calling for the unconditional release of Leonard Peltier; to examine the question of extradition treaties under international law; to take urgent action in response to the critical threat to the survival of the indigenous peoples of the Americas, particularly in Guatemala; and to respond to the critical problem of political prisoners and indigenous detainees throughout world.

19. Mr. RAIANI (International Organization for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination) said he was astonished at the contradictory replies given by different representatives of the Chinese authorities concerning the Tibetan, Tseten Norgye, whose case had been mentioned in the report of the Special Rapporteur on questions relevant to torture (E/CN.4/1990/17, para. 44). The Special Rapporteur, when introducing his report, had mentioned that the Chinese Government, in a letter dated 17 January 1990, had stated that no detainee of that name could be found among those imprisoned following the demonstrations of March 1989, a statement repeated by the representative of China on the Commission. However, in a letter dated 18 January 1990 addressed to a United States Senator, the Ambassador of China in Washington confirmed that Tseten Norgye had been detained in 1989 for investigation as a major suspect, that he had been formally charged on 10 November 1989 and that his trial was pending. One might well wonder whom one should believe.

20. The fundamental international human rights instruments embodied the principles that prohibited arbitrary arrest or detention and protected freedom of opinion and expression as well as the right of peaceful association. The Chinese authorities had committed flagrant violations of those international rules by arresting and imprisoning Tibetans in the peaceful exercise of their right of expression. More than 200 persons meeting to celebrate the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to the Dalai Lama had been detained and interrogated. According to an official Chinese source, following the proclamation of martial law in Tibet on 7 March 1989, more than 400 demonstrators had been arrested, including 20 nuns who had been sentenced without trial to three years of "labour re-education". In the autumn of 1989, 5 other nuns had been given
the same sentence for calling for independence and, according to a reliable source, 12 other Tibetans had been arrested and sentenced to an average of 15 years' imprisonment for "staging a campaign for Tibetan independence".

21. Many reliable sources had attested to the use of torture as a means of repressing the people of Tibet in violation of the international instruments prohibiting the use of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Torture, even of Buddhist nuns, had been very cruel. The ratification by China, in October 1988, of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment had not prevented the Chinese authorities from continuing to torture Tibetan detainees or from introducing new forms of torture. In fact, new, even crueler, techniques, were being used to extort information.

22. The systematic practice of arbitrary arrest of Tibetans guilty only of having exercised their right to freedom of expression, aggravated by the practice of torture, reflected a total lack of respect by China for its obligations and also indifference to the inherent dignity of the human person. Consequently, his Organization urged the Commission to adopt a decision expressing its deep concern over human rights violations in Tibet and appealing to the People's Republic of China to stop all arbitrary arrests and detentions, to ensure all legal guarantees for those detained and to abide by its obligations under the international human rights instruments. In addition, the Commission might wish to give special consideration to the human rights situation in Tibet.

23. Mr. GIBSON (Commission of the Churches on International Affairs) expressed concern at the cases of arbitrary arrest and unduly long detention, frequently accompanied by torture, and at the cases of enforced disappearances, in particular of members of churches or staff of religious organizations associated with the World Council of Churches. He expressed his organization's appreciation of the work done by the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances, by the Special Rapporteur on summary or arbitrary executions and by the Special Rapporteur on questions relevant to torture. Their mandates should be extended for three years and increased resources made available to them.

24. Governments in several countries continued to resort to administrative or preventive detention in order to silence opponents, particularly in Malaysia, Singapore and in South Korea, where the authorities paid scant regard to the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment, adopted a year previously by the United Nations General Assembly.

25. In June 1989, the Malaysian Parliament had adopted amendments to the Internal Security Act, as a result of which the administration enjoyed absolute discretionary powers. Detention Orders were no longer subject to any form of judicial review, including challenge under the constitutionally guaranteed right of habeas corpus. He welcomed the release, in April 1989, of 119 detainees and the lifting of restrictions on detainees who had been freed earlier but nevertheless, recalled that, according to estimates, some 68 persons were still in detention in Malaysia under the Internal Security Act. Among them were members of the Communist Party detained since the 1960s or 1970s despite the fact that the Communist Party had, in December 1989, formally accepted peace terms to end the insurrection.
26. Notwithstanding provisions of the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment, the Government of Singapore had used the Internal Security Act to imprison or deprive of their constitutional rights those who opposed its policy by non-violent means. Moreover, it had amended the Act so that no court could question the Government on any decision taken under the Act. The Government had also amended the Constitution so that appeals to the Privy Council were no longer possible.

27. His organization welcomed recent initiatives by the Government of the Republic of Korea to repeal a number of laws, such as the Public Security Law, which had been used to violate human rights. In November 1989, a human rights fact-finding mission had concluded that there had been a substantial improvement in the situation over the two previous years. The South Korean Government was also to be commended on its declared intention to ratify several human rights instruments. He was however concerned by the Preventive Surveillance Law and the continued existence of the National Security Law, which permitted the detention of those who expressed non-violent opposition to Government policy. Thus, during the first three quarters of 1989, 1,315 politically motivated arrests had been carried out.

28. In Latin America, his organization was particularly concerned about the situation in Peru, which was in a deep economic and social crisis further complicated by the consequences of the increased production of coca leaves. While it was true that the "Shining Path" frequently violated human rights, the serious violations committed by the Peruvian security forces as part of the counter-insurgency programme and the incapacity or unwillingness of the Government to punish and prevent such violations must also be given close attention.

29. Peru ranked highest in new cases of enforced disappearances, and detainees were very often tortured. According to the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances, such disappearances were often perpetrated by members of the security, military and police forces. According to a number of witnesses, military patrols routinely abducted people and took them to military installations where they were subjected to the cruellest forms of torture, frequently resulting in death.

30. The World Council of Churches wished to call the attention of the Commission to the human rights emergency in Peru. While it was aware of the complexity of the situation and of the many challenges facing the Government, it was none the less convinced that violence would continue to increase unless steps were taken to transform the profoundly unjust social structures which were its root cause. It stressed that the visits to Peru of the Working Group and the Special Rapporteurs on questions relevant to torture and summary executions had made a substantial contribution to the strengthening of democracy in that country. In conclusion, he noted with alarm that the President of Peru, after having supported the action of human rights organizations, had accused them publicly in 1989 of being accomplices in subversion.

31. Mrs. SAYEGH (International Association of Democratic Lawyers), referring to the case of 6 Irishmen who had been imprisoned in the United Kingdom for 15 years after being convicted of murdering 21 people by blowing up 2 public houses in Birmingham, said that the 6 men had never been members of
the IRA and powerful evidence had become available attesting to their
innocence, but they were still in prison. That injustice was part of a
pattern of unfair and discriminatory treatment of Irish suspects and was based
on a prejudice which had led all representatives of the State involved
deliberately to manipulate the criminal justice system.

32. In addition, the six Birmingham defendants had been deliberately deprived
of sleep and food during their detention. They had been questioned
continuously by police for 72 hours without any lawyer present; they had been
threatened, terrorized and beaten by the police until they signed
confessions. The courts had, however, discounted all evidence of such
ill-treatment.

33. After their period of police detention, the six men had been imprisoned
and once again subjected to ill-treatment. Their right to a fair trial had
been undermined by the British Court of Appeal, which had originally been
established to undo miscarriages of justice.

34. Such a consistent pattern of discrimination against Irish suspects
violated the provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and those
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The six
Birmingham defendants had had no effective recourse available at the national
level to uphold the rights guaranteed to them under international law; they
had never had a public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal and
had never been presumed innocent as they should have been; witnesses for the
prosecution had not been examined under the same conditions as witnesses for
the defence and, in general, the defendants had not been treated with respect
for the inherent dignity of the human person.

35. She therefore asked the Commission on Human Rights to consider the issue
of such cases in the United Kingdom which showed a repeated pattern of
violations of internationally accepted norms of human rights.

36. Mr. VALLADARES (United States of America) speaking in exercise of the
right of reply, said that the situation in Iran and Iraq was a reason for
world-wide concern and that many groups, particularly NGOs, had reported
thousands of cases of torture in those two countries.

37. Referring to the statements by the representative of Cuba, who had
rejected allegations that that country had experienced a new and unprecedented
wave of repression, he conceded that it was difficult in practice to say at
exactly what moment during the previous 30 years cases of detention, torture
and violations of human rights, in general, had been most numerous. That
having been said, it was known that a wave of repression had recently struck
communist students and university teachers trained in the Soviet Union. In
addition, many NGOs, including Amnesty International, as well as the report of
the Commission on Cuba had found that many witnesses had been arrested and
detained as they left the hotel in which they had made their statements to the
members of the mission which had visited the country, notwithstanding the
assurance by the Cuban Government that nobody would be the victim of reprisals.

38. However, like the Eastern countries, Cuba was aspiring to democracy and
free elections and it was not unlikely, in the current climate of political
upsets, that a future Cuban delegation would be made up of reformers.
39. On the issue of whether he himself spoke for the Government of the United States, the Mexican delegation was aware of the diplomatic procedures which enabled his status to be confirmed.

40. Mrs. dos SANTOS PAIS (Portugal), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that once again the Indonesian delegation had taken the floor only in order to deny any allegations coming from different sources, concerning violations of human rights in East Timor.

41. The Observer for Indonesia, speaking of the policy of openness supposedly practised in the territory of East Timor, had said that access by telephone to the territory was possible. Quite apart from the fact that it was difficult to make a telephone connection with the territory and that conversations were frequently interrupted, it could hardly be maintained that the openness of a territory was to be measured by the possibilities of reaching it by telephone. If information provided by independent sources on the human rights situation were incomplete, inaccurate and outdated, she wondered why the human rights organizations were not given the opportunity to visit East Timor as the Sub-Commission had recommended in its resolution 1989/7? If there was a real will to co-operate with the Commission, the Indonesian Government should invite the Special Rapporteur on questions relevant to torture and the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances to visit the territory.

42. Mr. LEE (Observer for the Republic of Korea), speaking in exercise of the right of reply to the statement made to the Commission on 16 February by the Observer for the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, said that those familiar with the hostility and tension that had prevailed for more than 40 years between the two parts of Korea would have no difficulty in understanding the steps taken by his Government against the unauthorized visits to the North by certain individuals.

43. The female student activist and the priest in question had been brought to trial on account of their secret illegal visits to North Korea the previous year. The accused had been given fair treatment and a fair trial, and the allegations of torture were not true. The priest had been sentenced to seven years' imprisonment by the appellate court and the case was currently pending before the Supreme Court. As for the female student, whose trip had been organized secretly at the instigation of a group of radical students in North Korea, it should be emphasized that travel in those conditions could only undermine the conduct of the intra-Korean dialogue.

44. Following the adoption, in June 1989, of basic guiding directives for South-North exchanges and co-operation, his Government had approved 19 of the 39 applications for South-North exchanges, but the North Korean authorities had not agreed to that humanitarian measure, which would certainly have contributed to the establishment of a climate of mutual confidence and reconciliation.

45. Concerning the problem of arbitrary arrest and detention in which North Korea seemed to be interested, his delegation inquired why there had been no reply when Amnesty International, in its 1989 report, had mentioned information to the effect that 100,000 persons were detained in labour camps in North Korea, mainly for political reasons.
46. In conclusion, he called upon North Korea to authorize international human rights organizations and other competent observers to monitor the human rights situation there.

47. Mr. Sokhona (Observer for Mauritania), speaking in exercise of the right of reply to the Observer for the Netherlands who had mentioned his country at the previous meeting, recalled that his delegation had already explained certain relevant provisions of Mauritanian criminal law. He stressed that those provisions were in force and that the appropriate control machinery was monitoring their application. The Netherlands' delegation could refer to the information which had been provided to the Special Rapporteur in that connection by the Mauritanian Government in its reply dated 17 January 1990.

48. Furthermore, he was surprised that the Netherlands could lend itself to propaganda which sought to divide the Mauritanian people into two categories of black and white. A life in common over more than a thousand years testified to the fact that such allegations in no way reflected reality.

49. The Mauritanian Government had, however, taken the initiative, at the 18 January 1990 meeting of the Political Commission of the Council of Europe, in Paris, to invite a group of members of the Netherlands Parliament, belonging to various political parties, to visit Mauritania.

50. Mr. Omar (Observer for the Sudan), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that the International Commission of Health Professionals for Health and Human Rights, the International Human Rights Law Group and the Arab Lawyers Union had all mentioned his country in their statements. The allegations made by those three NGOs against his Government suffered from basic inconsistencies and, moreover, appeared to have been prompted by a desire to make headlines rather than to ascertain the situation in the Sudan in an objective manner.

51. The International Commission of Health Professionals for Health and Human Rights had asserted that world public opinion had been shocked by the imprisonment and condemnation to death of health professionals by the Sudanese authorities; however it had been completely oblivious to the moral indignation of Sudanese public opinion at the illegal work stoppage by those doctors which had led to the death of a pregnant woman and her baby. Furthermore, the work stoppage, which had undoubtedly been politically motivated, had unjustly discredited the entire medical profession.

52. He categorically denied that "many" of the 300 persons whom the International Human Rights Law Group alleged to have been arrested on the occasion of the change of Government on 30 June 1989 continued to be detained without charge. In addition, his delegation took exception to the manner in which that NGO had made reference to article 9 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, since his Government was satisfied that it had rigorously complied with the requirement "except on such grounds and in accordance with such procedure as are established by law". It also took exception to the way in which the International Human Rights Law Group had interpreted the expression "state of emergency" in connection with the Sudan.

53. The Arab Lawyers Union had also referred to the situation in the Sudan and its Secretary-General had distributed two documents to members of the Commission: an undated document, in English, examined methods of torture
allegedly practised in the Sudan while the other, a document in Arabic dated 12 December 1989, was alleged to be a photocopy of a medical report addressed by the medical unit of the Khartoum North Central Prison to the Warden of that Prison.

54. The former document, which was mediocre in both form and content, reflected a degree of irresponsibility on the part of its author. The second document was a wanton fabrication forming part of a smear campaign against the Government of the Sudan. Such a manoeuvre by the Arab Lawyers Union was designed to promote the political objectives of its current Secretary-General, a former Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Sudan, who had acquired the reputation in other Arab countries of being a source of disinformation.

55. Mr. ALFONSO MARTINEZ (Cuba), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that the representative of the United States had not answered any of the questions raised by his delegation. He wondered whether the representative of the United States, when referring to torture, was speaking about the persons tortured in the prisons of Batista - one of whose collaborators he had been - or about the individuals tortured in the United States or in other countries by torturers trained by the United States.

56. It was untrue, as had been confirmed in the report of the mission which had visited the country in 1988, that a new wave of repression had broken out in Cuba. His country, like all others, wished to be free and to practise democracy but it did not want a régime, regarded by some as democratic, such as that under which the Cuban people had been obliged to suffer before 1958. Cuba would follow its own chosen road, in conformity with its traditions, and would know how to defend regardless of cost everything that it had gained during the last 30 years.

57. Mr. HUN (Observer for the Democratic People's Republic of Korea), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that if, in its earlier statement, his delegation had mentioned only the case of two individuals imprisoned in South Korea for having visited North Korea, that did not mean that there had not been many other violations of human rights in the South. The imprisonment of those two individuals bore testimony to the intention of the South Korean Government to stifle democratic forces and to slow the process of national reunification.

58. Rather than explain that matter, the Observer for the Republic of Korea had preferred to distract the Commission's attention by making groundless allegations. The Democratic People's Republic of Korea had invited three large student and youth organizations to the World Festival of Student Youth held at Pyongyang in June 1989 but the authorities in the South had opposed their participation.

59. It should be pointed out that, under the National Security Act, contacts between the North and the South were regarded as offences in South Korea. If the authorities of the South wanted the country to be reunified, they must permit individuals to have contacts with the North. His Government had, on 1 January 1990, informed the South Korean authorities that, if they knocked down the concrete wall that separated the two Koreas, it would do away with the barbed wire in the northern part and authorize the free travel of people between the North and the South. It was to be hoped that negotiations would soon start on that point.
60. Mr. WIRAJUDA (Observer for Indonesia), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that the arguments used by the Portuguese delegation had repeatedly been put to the Commission and his delegation had already answered them quite clearly and in detail in its previous intervention.

61. Mr. URRUELA PRADO (Observer for Guatemala), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that one non-governmental organization seemed to be unaware that there were in Guatemala, on the one hand, a legitimately elected civilian Government and, on the other, a number of extremist groups, of left and right, which used violence as a means of political struggle. It was those groups that were responsible for the violence described objectively by Mr. Gros Espiell, the expert, in his report and that were trying to interrupt the process of democratic opening. He asked that the assistance provided to Guatemala should be maintained in order to strengthen the democratic process and to contribute to the development of a tolerant society in his country.

62. Mr. LEE (Observer for the Republic of Korea), speaking in exercise of the right of reply for the second time, reminded the Commission that he had already clarified the issue of the dialogue between the two Koreas. The crux of the matter was why the delegation of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea remained silent when asked why humanitarian international organizations could not visit the territory in order to monitor the human rights situation at first hand.

63. Mr. HUN (Observer for the Democratic People's Republic of Korea), speaking in exercise of the right of reply for the second time, said that it was not for the Republic of Korea to judge the human rights situation in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. The statements by the Observer for the Republic of Korea were designed only to distort the truth and to divert the attention of the Commission from what was happening in his own territory. If there had been no violations of human rights in South Korea, the European countries would not have urged its Head of Government during his visit to Europe, to do his utmost to ensure respect for those rights.

64. Mrs. GONZALEZ MARTINEZ (Mexico), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that her delegation categorically rejected the idea that its Government could or would tolerate acts of torture. She thanked the representative of the United States for stating that his Government did not consider that Mr. Camarena, who had died in 1985, had been tortured with the agreement of the authorities of the Government then in power in Mexico.

65. The CHAIRMAN said that the Commission on Human Rights had completed consideration of item 10 of its agenda.

QUESTION OF THE VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS IN ANY PART OF THE WORLD, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO COLONIAL AND OTHER DEPENDENT COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES, INCLUDING:

(a) Question of human rights in Cyprus (agenda item 12) (E/CN.4/1990/5, 21, 22 and Add.1, 25-28, 51, 52, 55, 57, 60-63, 69 and 70; E/CN.4/1990/NGO/1, 3, 9, 10, 15, 19, 23-27, 31, 32, 34, 35, 40, 53 and 54; A/44/526, 573, 620, 622, 635, 669 and 671)

66. Mr. MARTENSEN (Under-Secretary-General for Human Rights) said that the topic considered by the Commission under agenda item 12 was an essential part
of its work on the promotion of human rights and ways of ensuring the full and universal application of those rights. Over the past 10 years, in the context of action to safeguard the rights enshrined in the International Bill of Human Rights, the Commission had created some new, non-conventional procedures which were sufficiently flexible to be adapted to new situations. They had a humanitarian dimension and effectively complemented the work of the various treaty bodies. The Commission had, in particular, instructed a number of rapporteurs or special representatives to report on the human rights situation in one country or another or on thematic issues.

67. At its forty-sixth session, the Commission would accordingly consider the report (E/CN.4/1990/5) by Mr. Fernando Volio Jimenez, the Special Rapporteur on Chile, who, as in previous years, had continued to study the situation of human rights in that country on the basis of information obtained from different sources as he had not been able to visit the country. It would also consider the reports by Mr. Ermacora, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Afghanistan (E/CN.4/1990/25) and by Mr. Pastor Ridruejo, Special Representative on the situation of human rights in El Salvador (E/CN.4/1990/26). Mr. Ermacora and Mr. Pastor Ridruejo had both had the opportunity of visiting the countries concerned and of holding long talks with the relevant authorities and non-governmental organizations.

68. As for the Islamic Republic of Iran, it would be recalled that, during the most recent session of the General Assembly, the Iranian Government had, for the first time, extended an invitation to Mr. Galindo Pohl, the Commission's Special Representative on the situation of human rights in Iran, to visit the country. The report by Mr. Galindo Pohl (E/CN.4/1990/24) contained all the additional information gathered during that visit, which had taken place from 20 to 29 January 1990. Lastly, the report by Mr. Voyame, Special Rapporteur of the Commission on the situation of human rights in Romania (E/CN.4/1990/28) had an addendum reflecting the latest developments in the field of human rights in that country stemming from the events that had taken place in December 1989, subsequent to which Mr. Voyame had been invited by the new Romanian authorities to visit the country.

69. The Commission also had before it a general analysis of the phenomenon of summary or arbitrary executions (E/CN.4/1990/22) prepared by Mr. Wako, Special Rapporteur on that topic, and also a report on his recent visit to Colombia (E/CN.4/1990/22/Add.1).

70. A number of other documents had been submitted to the Commission under agenda item 12, namely, a report by the Secretary-General on the situation of human rights in Albania, prepared in accordance with Commission resolution 1989/69 (E/CN.4/1990/27); a note by the Secretary-General on the situation in Myanmar, submitted in accordance with Commission decision 1989/112 (E/CN.4/1990/68); and a note by the Secretary-General on the situation in China, prepared in accordance with resolution 1989/5 of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities (E/CN.4/1990/52).

71. The question of human rights in Cyprus, which had been under consideration by the Commission since 1976, formed the subject of a report
by the Secretary-General contained in document E/CN.4/1990/21, which dealt in particular with the practical implementation of the resolutions that had already been adopted on the subject.

72. **Mr. PASTOR RIDRUEJO** (Special Representative of the Commission on the situation of human rights in El Salvador), introducing his report on the situation of human rights in El Salvador in 1989 (E/CN.4/1990/26) said that the fact that the military personnel implicated in the killing of Father Ignacio Ellacuría and other persons had been brought before the courts was proof that Mr. Cristiani, the President of the Republic of El Salvador, was sincerely resolved to defend democracy and to ensure respect for human rights in El Salvador. Yet, in spite of the commendable efforts of the President, the human rights situation in the country had deteriorated substantially since the end of 1989. That was due, in particular, to the intensification of the fighting between the guerrillas and the Salvadorian army; it was also due however, in the view of the Special Rapporteur, to the fact that the constitutional authorities of El Salvador had not been able to exercise sufficient control over the actions of the various State agencies. A number of summary executions attributable to certain of those agencies or to the "death squads" which were protected by them had increased still further and it was essential therefore that the trials under way should lead to fair and exemplary sentences. That would be real proof that the Salvadorian Government was truly intent on reforming justice and on ensuring respect for the principles which should prevail in a State subject to the rule of law.

73. The FMLN was also guilty of indiscriminate attacks on civilians in the towns and of summary executions of members of the armed forces, high officials or members of rightist parties. To those must be added cases of disappearance or kidnapping for which both the "death squads" and the guerrilla organizations were responsible. Moreover, according to information received, political prisoners were sometimes subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, although it could not be said that torture was a general practice, still less an institutionalized one, in El Salvador. In addition, the administration of justice still left something to be desired, since most acts of violation of human rights went unpunished. He very much hoped that the new measures designed to reform the criminal system would produce prompt results.

74. Concerning respect for the international humanitarian law applicable in the case of armed conflict, there was no doubt that the operations launched by the army, particularly after the FMLN general offensive, had produced many dead and wounded among the civilian population as well as among medical and health personnel during the dismantling of FMLN health posts. For its part, FMLN had caused the death of many civilians, through the explosion of mines which it had planted, and it had also continued its sabotage operations against the economic infrastructure of the country.

75. Some few humanitarian measures had been adopted, such as the repatriation of peasants, the sending abroad of maimed guerrillas, the freeing of a few prisoners captured by FMLN and the establishment of short-term truces.

76. According to the Special Rapporteur, violations of human rights would continue as long as the war in El Salvador lasted and could not but increase as the fighting intensified. Such violations would cease only with the end of the conflict and the establishment of the peace so ardently desired by the
The vast majority of the Salvadorian people. It was for that reason that he had again urged the Government authorities of El Salvador and the leaders of FMLN to resume the dialogue which was currently interrupted and to show generosity, imagination and political realism with a view to reaching a negotiated peace. However, the dialogue itself required the establishment of a climate of confidence; increased violence both within the armed conflict and outside the actual fighting would not contribute to such a climate.

77. He wished to thank the Salvadorian Government and the FMLN for their collaboration and the Centre for Human Rights for the quality of the assistance it had provided him.

78. The CHAIRMAN thanked Mr. Pastor Ridruejo, on behalf of the Commission, for the remarkable work he had done in pursuance of his mandate.

79. Mr. TABIBI (World Muslim Congress) said that, while he welcomed the fact that some East European countries had moved towards political, economic and social reforms, it was deplorable that, in both Western and Eastern Europe, minorities, particularly Muslim minorities, were still struggling for their legitimate rights. In the Middle East and elsewhere in Asia, Muslims were still suffering as minorities: that was the case in Palestine, Lebanon, Kashmir, Azerbaijan, in the Soviet Republics of Central Asia, in Eritrea, in Burma and in other areas of the Far East.

80. Afghanistan, a small non-aligned Muslim country, had been the victim of aggression by a super-Power which had caused 1.5 million deaths, maimed half a million people and driven 5 million to become refugees in Pakistan and Iran. Although the aggression had taken place during the Brezhnev era, peace still seemed very far away as was clear from the reports of Mr. Ermacora, the Special Rapporteur, and Amnesty International. The Parliament of the Soviet Union had recently recognized that the invasion had been contrary to international law and morality, but the current Soviet régime continued to send weapons of mass destruction to Afghanistan and to support the Kabul régime when what the country needed was help and reconstruction.

81. The Afghan people were grateful for the assistance of Pakistan, Iran and other friendly countries. They would also like to co-operate with the Soviet Union provided the latter recognized the territorial integrity of Afghanistan, the right of Afghans to self-determination and the principle of non-intervention. The new Parliament of the Soviet Union should also take practical steps to reconstruct Afghanistan. He also appealed to the industrialized countries. He asked the United Nations Co-ordinator, Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, and his Office, UNHCR and the other United Nations agencies not to delay their assistance to a people which had been fighting for human rights and freedom for the last 11 years.

82. Mr. SALAZAR (Andean Commission of Jurists), speaking on the topic of summary or arbitrary executions, referred first to the situation in Colombia which was set forth in the report by Mr. Amos Wako, Special Rapporteur on such executions (E/CN.4/1990/22 and Add.1). The judiciary had been particularly hit by that phenomenon, 27 judges having been murdered in 1989. Some of those eliminated in that way had been investigating crimes connected with the drug
traffic or alleged violations of human rights by the security forces. In Colombia, the State did not ensure the safety of judges and, generally speaking, seemed to have lost the capacity to act in respect of social conflicts.

83. As for the internal armed conflicts, he noted that, according to the statistics available, 410 guerrillas had been killed between January and 15 November 1989, while 22 had been wounded. The imbalance between those figures which was difficult to explain from the military point of view, gave the impression that an extermination strategy was being applied by the military in violation of the standards of international humanitarian law established more than 40 years previously by the Geneva Conventions. The lack of action by the State and the impunity of the culprits were of the greatest concern. It should also be remembered that the possibility of recourse to habeas corpus was severely restricted and that the security forces could detain people incommunicado for seven working days. A consultative commission against death squads, created in 1989, had not yet disclosed the plan it had been supposed to prepare.

84. In Peru, 3,198 persons had lost their lives because of political violence, according to figures provided by the Ad hoc Commission of Inquiry and Research into Terrorism and Other Manifestations of Violence, which had been established by the Peruvian Senate. That number reportedly included 348 members of the security forces, 1,450 civilians, 1,251 presumed subversives and 149 presumed drug traffickers. Terror was mainly the work of the "Shining Path" which had, in particular, in the context of a boycott of the municipal elections, assassinated 49 mayors and an unknown number of candidates. The other armed group operating in the country, the Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MRTA) had a different strategy and tactics but was increasingly resorting to similar methods. For their part, the security forces were committing serious violations during their operations; violations that only weakened the State which should buttress its authority by demonstrating its respect for human rights and international humanitarian law. He considered that a visit to Peru by the Special Rapporteur onsummary and arbitrary executions would be useful. He also referred to the activities of the "Rodrigo Franco" Commando, a paramilitary force; according to members of opposition parties who had sat on a commission of inquiry appointed by the Chamber of Deputies, that group had close connections with the police establishment and with leaders of the ruling party.

85. In Venezuela, the action taken by the security forces during the disturbances that had occurred in Caracas and other towns a year previously had produced victims whose number had not been officially established but was certainly high. He also pointed out that, according to a deputy of the Venezuelan Congress, the action of the security forces had caused the death of 713 persons in the western region between 1983 and 1988.

86. It was therefore essential to ask the Governments concerned once again to put an end to the impunity of the culprits. The presence of armed opposition groups in no way justified the abuse or tolerance of violence by the State. The international community should pay greater heed to phenomena of that kind, which were different from those which had drawn public attention to Latin America in recent years.
87. Mr. Cox (Amnesty International) recalled that, in accordance with the Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-legal, Summary and Arbitrary Executions, which had been endorsed by the General Assembly in December 1989 following their adoption by the Economic and Social Council in May 1989, all Governments were required to take the necessary steps to put an end to situations in which political killings occurred. Those principles also confirmed the prohibition of secret detention.

88. His organization had been informed that a large number of prisoners had been executed in secret detention centres at N'Djamena in Chad during the previous four years. Some had been captured when fighting government forces, others were opponents, or suspected opponents, of the Government. Prisoners had been starved to death, or had been poisoned or had died as the result of torture or beatings. A number of victims had been detained in the Presidency itself shortly before they were killed.

89. In Colombia, clear evidence existed that the armed forces had been involved in extrajudicial executions but the culprits went largely unpunished. Officials investigating such abuses had been increasingly threatened or even themselves killed. In January 1989, 12 members of a judicial commission of inquiry had been killed in La Rochela, in the department of Santander. Witnesses to those killings had themselves been killed in March 1989 because they had co-operated with the judicial authorities conducting an investigation. In July 1989 Dr. María Elena Díaz Pérez, who had replaced another judge investigating the March 1988 massacre of 21 plantation workers, had been assassinated at Medellín.

90. In Sri Lanka, the number of extrajudicial executions attributable to government forces and the "death squads" associated with them had increased dramatically after the re-imposition of the state of emergency in June 1989. An emergency regulation permitting the security forces to dispose of bodies without an inquest, which had been withdrawn only on 15 February 1990, had undoubtedly encouraged extrajudicial executions. Among those who had been killed or threatened with death were lawyers, witnesses to alleged violations by the security forces and complainants who alleged that they had been tortured. A few incidents had been investigated, but the findings had not been made public.

91. In Peru, the number of extrajudicial executions had risen steadily over the two previous years. Since 1988, such violations had been reported even in areas outside the emergency zones. The great majority of the victims were peasant farmers from remote mountain areas. On 9 February 1989, 29 members of the Federación Campesina de Ucayali had been killed by the police as they participated in a demonstration in Pucallpa. On 17 May 1989, soldiers had reportedly detained at least 20 villagers from Calabaza, in the district of Mariposa; 11 of them had been found dead the next day including 3 who had been between 14 and 17 years of age. The Government had consistently failed to pursue the investigation of such gross abuses.

92. Concerning Iraq, reports continued to be received regarding the arrest and disappearance of a large number of persons who had returned to the country following the cease-fire between Iran and Iraq and several amnesty measures announced by the Government of Iraq for opponents wanted for or convicted of political offences. In particular, 353 Kurds, including 52 minors between 11
and 17 years of age, had been arrested in August 1988 at Amadiyya, in the province of Duhok, and were then reported to have disappeared, notwithstanding an amnesty for all Kurds announced on 6 September 1988. The fate of 33 Assyrian Christians who had returned from Turkey and Iran in late 1988 and the beginning of 1989 was equally a matter of concern as they were reported in March 1989 to have disappeared.

93. Information received by Amnesty International indicated that at least 1,000 civilians and 16 soldiers had been killed in Beijing, China, on 3 and 4 June 1989. Despite well-attested evidence, the authorities had understated the number of deaths and had not explained why a decision to open fire on unarmed civilians had been taken. A number of people had been sentenced without having been given an opportunity for defence and without the presence of international observers; some had been sentenced to death. In June 1989, the Supreme People's Court had called on local courts to "try quickly and punish severely" those involved in the "counter-revolutionary rebellion". A few dozen executions had been publicly reported but, according to some sources, there had been several hundred secret executions in Beijing alone between June and August 1989.

94. In the cases described and in others, Governments had failed in their duty of prohibiting secret custody, investigating abuses promptly and impartially, and prosecuting the culprits. It was thus of the utmost importance that the Commission should take action to uphold international standards and use the means at its disposal to end such abuses.

95. Mr. da SILVA (Sri Lanka), speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that, despite what the representative of Amnesty International had just said, it was not true that measures had not been adopted in Sri Lanka to put an end to secret detention and extrajudicial executions. Neither was it true that there had been no investigations: such actions had been taken but only on the basis of adequate evidence. The allegations of the representative of Amnesty International regarding executions attributable to the government forces and "death squads associated with them" were not supported by the facts. He invited the representative of Amnesty International, if he had any evidence acceptable to a court, to make it available to him so that he could transmit it to his Government.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.